Abstract. The Rosen fractions form an infinite family which generalizes the nearest-integer continued fractions. We find planar natural extensions for the associated interval maps. This allows us to easily prove that the interval maps are weak Bernoulli, as well as to unify and generalize results of Diophantine approximation from the literature.
Introduction
Although D. Rosen [Ro] introduced his infinite family of continued fractions in the mid-1950s, it is only very recently that there has been any investigation of its metric properties [S] , [N2] , [GH] . Here we find explicit planar natural extensions for each of the interval maps associated to the Rosen fractions. The systems we find are similar to those found for certain semi-regular continued fraction maps in [NIT] .
The explicit natural extensions allow us to strengthen metric results in the literature -in particular, we give invariant measures for all Rosen maps. We show that the maps are each weak Bernoulli (and thus ergodic) with respect to the invariant measures. We also extend techniques of [K1] and [K2] to unify and extend various arithmetic and Diophantine results. The Rosen fractions are a generalization of the nearest integer continued fractions [R] , [K1] ; our results restrict to include this classical case.
It is a pleasant surprise that although the basic shape of the region for the system of the natural extension changes quite drastically with the basic index of the fractions, the Radon-Nikodým derivative with respect to two-dimensional Lebesgue measure remains constant. The limit, in a natural sense, of these Rosen maps is the even partial quotients map, see say [KL] . Only in this limiting case does the planar region admit a point at which the Radon-Nikodým derivative is infinite. Thus, one sees quite clearly the cause of the transition from finite to infinite invariant measure in the limit of this family of maps.
Proving the weak Bernoulli property in this setting is complicated by the fact that the natural partitions for the maps are such that there are cylinder sets which are not mapped onto the whole interval. We circumvent this difficulty by finding an induced system which does not have this defect and then showing that the weak Bernoulli property can be spread back to the whole system.
The generic quality of Diophantine approximation of the Rosen transformations also limits to that of the even partial quotients map, despite the fact that the Rosen maps are naturally divided into two subfamilies -those of odd index and those of even. The fine behavior of the transformations is starkly different in these settings.
We mention some related theory. Underlying the family of transformations which we discuss here is an example of what J. Wolfart [Wo] called a "discrete deformation of Fuchsian groups". Wolfart showed that for any Riemann surface with a cusp, there is a family of Riemann surfaces with quotient singularities which has the given cusped surface as its limit (in the Chabauty topology). In our setting, the limit surface is the arithmetic surface which corresponds to the so-called theta-group. It might be very interesting to give the analog of our results for a general discrete deformation and family of associated interval maps.
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Hecke groups and continued fractions
The groups which underlie our interval maps are Fuchsian groups of the first kind -discrete groups of P SL(2, R), acting upon the Poincaré upper half-plane by Möbius (fractional linear) transformations, with all of R as their limit sets. We avoid most of this theory, but the reader may wish to consult [B] for a related discussion.
Let λ = λ q equal 2 cos π/q for q ∈ {3, 4, . . . }; S = 1 λ 0 1 and
Then the group G q generated by S and T is called the Hecke (triangle) group of index q. All relations in the group arise from T 2 = I and U q = I, where U = ST and I represents the projective identity. D. Rosen [Ro] defined a continued fraction related to G q , q ≥ 4. Fix some such q and let I q = [−λ/2, λ/2 ). Then the map
where ε is the sign of x, gives a shift map on continued fraction expansions of the type
where ε i ∈ {±1} and r i ∈ N. We call this the Rosen or λ-expansion (λCF) of x. Of course, the various ε i and r i depend on x, but we will only indicate that dependence when it seems necessary to stress it. In analogy to the classical setting, we call x a G q -irrational if x has a Rosen expansion of infinite length. There are restrictions on the set of admissible sequences of ε i and r i . These are given explicitly in [Ro] . For G q -irrationals, these restrictions are determined simply by the orbit of λ/2. This is visible in the natural extensions which we construct; see Figures 1 and 2 in §3.
The metric theory requires a discussion of the cylinder sets for the transformation f q . We let ∆[ε 1 : r 1 , . . . , ε n : r n ] be the set of x ∈ I q such that the expansion of x begins as [ ε 1 : r 1 , . . . , ε n : r n ]. One defines ∆[ε 1 : r 1 , . . . , ε n :] similarly.
Many standard formulas for continued fractions hold for the Rosen fractions; for proofs of the following, one can directly generalize results in [K2] , §1. Letting
we find that p n = r n λp n−1 + ε n p n−2 ; q n = r n λq n−1 + ε n q n−2 .
If we replace the "tail" of a continued fraction, we have the following formula (with a small abuse of notation):
To obtain precise values of specific expansions, we utilize a sequence of polynomials in λ, already discussed by H. Weber [W] , see in particular his §144. (The identitites we use are elementary, but we find it convenient to refer to Weber's results.)
Note that
In what follows, we use the identities implied by these being of determinant 1 without further comment. Now, [W] , §144, equation 15, gives
Interpreting U as a Möbius transformation, by inspection one finds
. Now, if q = 2p is even one solves to find that U p−1 (λ) = λ/2; similarly, if q = 2h + 3 is odd, one finds that U h (λ) = 1. In a slightly more complicated way, again with q = 2h + 3, we get
The above is in accordance with the formulas of [Ro] ; in particular, using exponents to indicate repeated entries,
In our construction, the orbit of −λ/2 under f is of extreme importance. We define φ j to be f j (
−λ
2 ), with
) and φ 2h+1 = 0. That is, φ j has for its expansion the j-th shift of that of φ 0 .
Construction of the natural extensions
In this section we explicitly find a planar natural extension for each of the Rosen interval maps. We commence by seeking a transformation which on the first coordinate is simply the interval map while on the second coordinate is directly related to the "past" of the first coordinate. The normalized invariant measure for this planar natural extension is readily found; projection gives the invariant measure for the Rosen map.
Note that for all q ≥ 4 if n ≥ 2 then f q maps the cylinder sets ( 3.1. Even indices. We fix an even q = 2p, let λ = λ q , and let f (x) be f q (x) and
where we have suppressed the dependence of r = r 1 and ε = ε 1 on x. We now construct a union of rectangles as domain Ω in R 2 upon which T is bijective. Let I be the interval 
all hold, then T : Ω → Ω is bijective off of a set of Lebesgue measure zero.
Proof. It is easily seen that T is injective. We thus concern ourselves with the surjectivity. Figure 1 . Ω and T (Ω) for q = 8.
But, the images corresponding to consecutive values of n form layers, with "one above the next," because of condition R 0 . Now, by R 1 and R p ,
and we have that
We now address the region for which f (
Thus we have found Ω on which T is bijective, if we can assure that all R j can be simultaneously satisfied. Proof. Due to R 0 and R p , any solution must have R = 1. Now, the relations allow us to solve for the L j .
It remains to show the relations are consistent. In fact, there is a cyclic relation on R. From R p , . . . , R 1 and then R 0 one finds that
To prove our lemma, it suffices to show that this is consistent. Since U is of order q, U p is of order two. Hence U p has zero trace. That is, see (3), B p+1 = B p−1 , and one easily checks that U p (−1) equals 1. That is, the value R = 1 uniquely determines all of the L j without contradiction.
Now a Jacobian calculation for
T (x, y) = ε x − nλ, 1 nλ + εy shows that T preserves the probability measure ν with density
where C is a normalizing constant, which we now determine.
Lemma 3.2. Let q be even. The normalizing constant C such that ν is a probability measure on Ω is given by
Proof. Integration gives
where
To evaluate V , we note that φ p−1 = 0 and φ p−2 = −1/λ; indeed,
Similarly, L p−1 = λ − 1, which is U (1), and it follows that
Hence,
Clearing denominators, we get
This easily gives that V = B p . The lemma hence follows.
Remark. The value of C as given above is already implicit in work of H. Nakada [N2] on the even index Rosen fractions. Projecting ν, we find the invariant measure, ρ, of f. The arguments of Nakada [N1] easily extend to the current setting so as to prove that the dynamical system (I, B, ρ, f) is ergodic, and even exact; thus (Ω, B, ν, T ) is Kolmogorov. Moreover, in an upcoming section, we will prove that the dynamical system (I, B, ρ, f) is weak Bernoulli with respect to the natural partition.
Odd indices.
We have the same goal as in the previous subsection, but we will find that constructing a natural extension for the case of an odd q is a bit more involved. Now, fix an odd q and recycle notation as above. Let I be the
and that We partition I with J j , j ∈ {1, · · · , 2h + 2}, where
and
Proof. We proceed as for the case of even indices. The relation R 0 ensures that
We determine R. For periodic continued fraction expansions, we use an overline to indicate a period, and denote the sign which precedes the period by ( :). Lemma 3.3. For q = 2h + 3, with h ≥ 1, the system R 0 , R 1 , . . . , R 2h+2 admits a unique real solution. For this solution, R satisfies the equation
and the λCF expansion of R is
In particular, 1 > R > λ/2.
Proof.
As above, the system shows that R has a periodic expansion. Indeed, from
Now, U q = (ST ) q acts as the identity; hence
Therefore, (A) and (B) are equivalent statements. S(x) . An easy induction argument gives us
Thus, (A) and (B) give us
Therefore, the relations R 0 through R 2h+2 imply that −L 2h+1 has the purely periodic expansion [(−1 : 1) h , −1 : 2, (−1 : 1) h−1 , −1 : 2, (−1 :) ]. This proves uniqueness. Now, if −L 2h+1 is of this form, then one easily checks that all of the relations R i can indeed be satisfied. Now, from (A) and (3),
Since U h (λ) = 1, we find that B h+2 = B h+1 . The recursion relation for the B n now gives that B h+3 = (λ − 1)B h+1 . Therefore,
The quadratic equation is now evident.
As in the even case, we see that for q odd, T is bijective on Ω. A similar Jacobian calculation shows that T preserves the probability measure ν with density C (1 + xy) 2 , where C is a normalizing constant. We have the following lemma.
Lemma 3.4. Let q be odd. The normalizing constant C such that ν is a probability measure on Ω is given by
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As above, φ 2h+1 = 0 and φ 2h = −1/λ; indeed,
Recall that U h (λ) = 1. From this,
Similarly, L 2h = U (R), and it follows that
We consider the different types of factors of W separately. First, we have
.
Clearing denominators, we find that
In a similar fashion,
Now, from the expansion of 1 we get B h+2 = B h+1 , and therefore
But, by use of the quadratic relation which R satisfies,
The lemma now follows.
Remark. Again, the marginal measure for ν gives the invariant measure ρ for f , and arguments of Nakada [N1] can be shown to apply in the current setting, so as to prove that the dynamical system (I, B, ρ, f) is ergodic, and even exact; thus (Ω, B, ν, T ) is Kolmogorov. Moreover, in the last section, we will prove that the dynamical system (I, B, ρ, f) is weak Bernoulli.
Arithmetic and metric results
In this section we obtain a number of arithmetic and metric results by applying a method similar to that of [JK] and [K1] , [K2] . We generalize and improve upon various results of Lehner [L2] and Nakada [N2] .
Let some index q be fixed. The approximation coefficients Θ n = Θ n (x), n ≥ 0, for x ∈ R are given by
where p n /q n is the nth λ q CF-convergent. Define µ q (x) as the infimum of the Θ n (x), and the Hurwitz constant h q :=sup {µ q (x) | x is G q − irrational}. One has the following theorem, where we write R q to stress the dependence of R upon q.
Theorem 4.1 (Haas-Series, Lehner) .
Proof. (Sketch) This easily follows from [L1] , [HS] , [L2] . However, one can also adjust the argument of [JK] (Theorem 5.9) with the remaining material in this section to give an elementary geometric proof. (2) We will return to our proof in a forthcoming paper.
We now examine bounds on the coefficients Θ n . Let (t n , v n ) = T n (x, 0) for x = [ ε 1 : r 1 , ε 2 : r 2 , · · · , ε n : r n , · · · ]; then from [K2] (Lemma (1.24)), we have
As in [JK] , [K1] and [K2] , §6, this leads to a map ψ : Ω q → R 2 , defined by
Clearly one has
and from
one easily derives (compare with [JK] , Theorem 5.8) that 
one obviously has that 
which is obvious in case q is even (since then R = 1), and which follows in the odd case since λ < 2R, by Lemma 3.3. Theorem 4.2. For all q ≥ 3, for all G q -irrational numbers x and all positive integers n for which ε n+1 (x) = +1, one has max(Θ n−1 (x), Θ n (x)) ≤ R and min(Θ n−1 (x), Θ n (x)) ≤ 2λ λ 2 + 4 .
In case ε n+1 (x) = ε n+2 (x) = +1 one easily finds that for q > 3 the same idea yields min(Θ n−1 (x), Θ n (x)) ≤ λ/(λ 2 + 1). We refine this result further. Recall that ∆[+1 : r] is the set of those x in I q for which the expansion begins with 1/r. A simple calculation shows that and that one has for ε ∈ {−1, +1}, 
Remark. Simple calculations show that in general the condition ε n+2 = +1 in Theorem 4.3 cannot be omitted. 
we see that
where s(α, β) = α + λ 2 β − λ √ 1 + 4αβ, as in (6). In view of this, for j ∈ {1, 2, . . . , p − 1} recursively define the numbers θ j by
Clearly one has
Notice furthermore that (θ p−2 , θ p−1 ) = ( λ(λ − 1), 1 )-see also Figure 5 .
From the above, we find that the rectangle in Ω − with endpoints (φ j−1 , 0), (0, 0), (0, L j ) and (φ j−1 , L j ) is bijectively mapped by ψ onto the quadrangle Q j of vertices (0, |φ j−1 |), (0, 0), (L j , 0) and (θ j−1 , θ j ), where j ∈ {1, 2, . . . , p − 1}. The union of The sequence | φ j−1 | decreases monotonically, while the sequence L j increases monotonically. We study the relationship between these values in the following lemma.
Proof. For any index q, it is easily shown that the values
q−2 (λ) = 0 lie symmetrically about the line x = λ/2. When q = 2p, this implies that λ/2 = U p−1 (λ). But, | φ 0 | = λ/2 and the | φ j | are images of this under powers of U . Thus,
We already have, by the sentence preceding equation (5), that L j = U p−j (1) for j ∈ {1, . . . , p − 1}. Of course, U (x) = λ − 1/x increases with increasing λ; thus, from the expansion of 1 for odd indices, see the sentence following (4), we deduce that for q = 2p,
Now, as U (x) is strictly increasing in x,
and thus
Hence, | φ j−1 | > L j holds if and only if p − j ≥ j. This immediately gives our lemma.
The following Vahlen-type theorem follows almost directly from the above lemma. It is a strengthening of theorems found in [L2] . and let
Then for all G q -irrational numbers x and all n ≥ 1 one has
From the definition of ψ, Lemma 4.1 implies that θ j−1 < θ j for all j ≤ j * , and θ j−1 > θ j for all j > j * . Now, for x and n as above, ( Θ n−1 (x), Θ n (x) ) lies in Γ q . Hence, the maximum value of either of these coordinates is given by the maximum of the coordinates of the vertices of the polygonal region which Γ q forms. Since θ j * is greater than any coordinate in Γ + q , the first of our inequalities follows when k = 1.
In the general case, we note that if some Θ m (x) is large, so that there is a (3) Numerical evidence seems to indicate that V 2 being θ j * −1 or θ j * +1 depends on the congruence class of q modulo 4. It appears that if 4 divides q, the first holds and otherwise, the second. We leave such fine points for the interested reader, who may wish to consider (6).
(4) Also we note that, in the limiting case (for both even and odd values of q), Γ − q→∞ is bounded by the lines y = x ± 1; it is easily seen that θ 0 has a limit of 1/2. But, the images under ψ of the various vertical lines of x-cordinate x = φ j tend to the line y = x + 1. Thus, in the limit as q goes to infinity, θ j tends to 1/2 + j for j ≤ h and similarly for the values of the other θ n .
4.2.2.
Odd indices: q = 2h + 3. Once again, the setting of odd indices is more complicated. As usual, we fix an odd q and let h = (q − 3)/2. The following is the analog of the above lemma.
Lemma 4.2. Let j
Proof. For the first of these, we begin with λ/2 < R.
And, as R < 1, we find that
. Thus, the conclusion follows.
For the second, from λ/2 < R < 1 it follows that
But, | φ h+j | = U h+j , and we are done with the proof of the lemma.
We now state the analog of Theorem 4.4. . Further, let W k be the k-th largest θ j . Then W 1 ∈ { θ j * +1 , θ h+1+k * }. Furthermore, for all G q -irrational numbers x and all n ≥ 1 one has
Proof. Using the definition of θ 1 and the equation which R satisfies, one easily verifies that θ 1 > R. Hence the theorem follows from Lemma 4.2 and the description of the natural extensions.
Remark. Numerical evidence seems to indicate that W 1 is in fact always θ j * +1 . As to limiting values of the θ j , see the previous remark.
4.3. On the distribution of the Θ n . Since the dynamical system (Ω, B, ν, T ) is ergodic, the following proposition follows almost directly; see [K1] , Theorem 5. is distributed over Ω q according to the density function g q given by
Here C is the normalizing constant of the T -invariant measure ρ. See Lemma 3.2 (for q even) and Lemma 3.4 (q odd).
Remark. The sequence ( f n q (x), qn−1 qn ) is rather special; indeed the G q -irrationals being of measure zero means that this sequence lies within a two-dimensional measure zero set. However, the above proposition shows that almost always the sequence is distributed just as a generic sequence.
Now consider the map
It is easily verified that F maps Ω q onto Γ in the α-axis. For the derivative F of F we have
, and therefore the Jacobi determinant J of F equals −(1 − tv)(1 + tv) −3 . From this and Proposition 4.1 it now follows that for almost all x the sequence
which is just the sequence (Θ n−1 (x), ε n+1 Θ n (x)), n = 1, 2, . . . , is distributed on Γ + q ∪ Γ * q according to the density function g q |J| −1 . Since
we have obtained the following theorem.
Theorem 4.6. Let q ≥ 3 and define the functions d
Then for all G q -irrational numbers x, the sequence (Θ n−1 (x), Θ n (x)), n = 1, 2, . . . , is distributed over the interior of Γ q , and for almost all x this distribution is according to the density function d q , where
Notice that an alternative form of the second part of Theorem 4.6 can be stated as follows. 
exists, and equals
Several corollaries can be drawn from Theorem 4.6, see e.g. [K1] , where (for q = 3) for almost all x the distributions of the sequences (Θ n ) n≥1 , (Θ n−1 + Θ n ) n≥1 , and (Θ n−1 −Θ n ) n≥1 were determined. Here we only mention the following corollary, which was previously obtained by Nakada [N2] under the restriction that q be even. The proof is left to the reader. 
Quality of mixing
In this section we will show that the Rosen λCF's are weak Bernoulli for q ≥ 4 (the case q = 3 can be treated by adapting the method). In [R] , G.J. Rieger showed that the nearest integer continued fraction (which is our case q = 3) has mixing properties even stronger than weak Bernoulli.
Fix q ≥ 4 and let I, f and ρ be as above. Throughout this section, we will use an abbreviated notation for cylinder sets by writing [a 1 , a 2 , . . . , a m ] for the cylinder set ∆[ε 1 :
The dynamical system ( I, f, ρ ) has a natural partition P = {P n : n ∈ Z \ {0} } given by P n = [ n ].
Let In this section, we prove the following theorem.
Theorem 5.1. The process (I, f, ρ, P) is weak Bernoulli.
: {A i } is the set of cylinders of length L}.
Recall that the process is weak Bernoulli if and only if β n → 0. It is a theorem of H. Berbee [Ber2] that the process is weak Bernoulli if and only if (I, f, ρ) is weakly mixing and there is an n such that β n < 1. See also [Ber1] . In what follows, this is exactly what we show. There is an interpretation of ( Ω, T, ν, P ) as the distribution of a stochastic process; see [B] for more details. A sequence of random variables {X n : n ∈ Z } has distribution ( Ω, T, ν, P ) if X n ∈ Z\{0} for all n ∈ Z and if Prob[
It is a result of Berbee that the process is weak Bernoulli if and only if there is a sequence of joint random variables (called a coupling) { ( X n , X n ) } such that
(1) the distribution of both {X n } and of {X n } is ( Ω, T, ν, P ); (2) { X n : n ≤ 0 } is stochastically independent of { X n : n ∈ Z }; (3) Prob[ X n = X n for all but finitely many positive n] = 1. In fact Berbee [Ber1] showed more. For any process, weak Bernoulli or not, we can find a coupling { ( X n , X n ) } satisfying (1) and (2) In particular, β m < 1 for some m if and only if we can find a coupling { ( X n , X n ) } satisfying (1) and (2) (B) . This determines ξ and gives a distribution for {(X n , X n ) : n ∈ Z}. This coupling satisfies (1) and (2). From our construction, we can group symbols in the coupling { ( X n , X n ) } so as to obtain this previous coupling for Y . Thus, the coupling also satisfies (3 ) Prob[ ∃N ∈ Z such that X n = X n+N for all but finitely many n > 0 ] > 0.
There is a (random) N such that for almost every sequence { ( X n , X n ), n ∈ Z }, with X 0 ≥ 2 and X 0 ≥ 2, one has # {n > 0 : X n = X n+N } < ∞ . One would expect N = 0 since the coupling for ( Y, T Y , ν Y , Q ) matches various Q α , but two such Q α might correspond to cylinders [ α ] of different lengths.
Fix an N so that Prob[ # {n > 0 : X n = X n+N } < ∞ ] > 0. Now let X n = X n+N . Then { ( X n , X n ) } is a coupling satisfying (1), (2) and (3 ). Hence, there is some n such that β n < 1. Thus, S inserts a 2 into the symbolic representation by P of x ∈ Ω. 
The uniform bound from below is similarly demonstrated. Thus, (A) follows. To prove (B) , it suffices to consider cylinder sets. But, Thus, d may be found using part (A) of this lemma.
Lemma 5.2. The system ( T, Ω, ν ) is weakly mixing.
